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Dear Friends,

As this season’s trade shows end, we are sure the
industry is looking positively towards a great Fall/
Winter 17-18 season, with all expansion plans in
place. This the August 2017 issue is an Innerwear
Special, and innerwear is a category that Indian
retailers must watch much more closely.
Our research shows that the innerwear market is
growing at a CAGR of 9.7 percent which is higher
than the average rate of growth of the overall
apparel business. Indians are clearly spending
more on innerwear than ever before. This category
has evolved from a basic commodity to comfort,
fashion and even designer wear; and it is these
value-added categories that are showing the
maximum interest and expansion.
There is seemingly an endless array of innovation
and experimentation in the category. Issues of
privacy and reach have been tackled efficiently by
the growth of e-retail. Players today operate with
extreme sensitivity and discretion. The advent of
global brands has also catalyzed the development
of superior products and service standards in
India. commerce.
Considering the massive evolution of the category
and how this has led to the branching out of
several sub-categories meant that creating a
meaningful innerwear issue was a challenging
task. Apart from the innerwear market sizing,
segment deﬁnition, and discussion on key market

trends of the sector in totality, we also delve deeper
in many other ways.
You will, therefore, also ﬁnd in this issue
independent articles focused on men’s, women’s
and kid’s innerwear; and how innerwear is
operating on-line in India. As well as an array
of articles on several emerging sub-categories
and allied categories—shape wear, sleep and
lounge-wear, yoga wear, beachwear, thermals,
socks, etc. Each one of these articles explores the
major drivers of each sub-category, their target
segments, presents the top running trends, and
what the future holds for that segment.
In the Fashion Creation section Manohar Samuel,
President - Marketing, Grasim Industries Ltd.,
explains the criticality of great ingredients in
innerwear. Veteran fashion columnist Meher
Castelino reviews the trendy innerwear being
introduced by the designers and the new vistas
it explores today. We also report on other
celeb trends. The Fashion Business section
showcases recent brand launches and extensions,
acquisitions, and key store openings.
All this and more. We hope you enjoy going
through the issue.

Amitabh Taneja
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n a strategic move, the Donear
Group has announced the
acquisition of Grasim Bhiwani
Textile Limited (GBTL), the polyviscose suiting fabrics subsidiary of
Grasim Industries. The acquisition will
signiﬁcantly enhance its proﬁle and
will give the Mumbai-based Donear
Group a strategic edge in global
textiles business in terms of worldclass production capabilities to market
products and access to the marquee
customers globally.
GBTL is one of the largest manufacturer
of PV and PW Suitings in India. It sells
its products under the “Grasim” and
“Graviera” brands in India and 25+
countries outside India. The biggest
strengths of GBTL are its qualityconscious trade partners and global
customers, who have been associated
with them for a long time. GBTL caters
to international fashion houses in
the US and the UK, supplying fabric
to them for making garments. These
garments are available in some of the
largest retail chain stores. The Donear
Group aims to build further on GBTL’s
existing strengths.

Rajendra Agarwal, Managing Director, Donear Group; Rahul Rajendra Agarwal, Director, Donear
Group; S Krishnamoorthy, Managing Director, GBTL

Talking about the acquisition, Rahul
Rajendra Agarwal, Director, Donear
Group, said, “The GBTL acquisition
is driven by our desire to expand
our business both pan India as well
as in global markets, and progress
towards our strategic goal to become
the recognized leader in products and
services we offer and increase our
market share. This GBTL acquisition
will utilize strengths of both partners in
terms of infrastructure, manpower and
product portfolio.”

S Krishnamoorthy, Managing Director
of GBTL, appointed by Donear Group,
said, “Existing market conditions offer
abundant opportunities for companies
with robust infrastructure and in-house
manufacturing capacities, different
types of product categories, good
customer base, speed to market and
absolute focus on textiles as their core
business. In India, huge opportunity
exists for fabric in Over-the-Counter
(OTC), Readymade Garments (RMG)
and exports segments. Taking on
the vision of “Make in India”, both
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The textile-focused Donear Group has
been scouting for a larger addressable
market with additional product
categories. The terms of the transaction
have not been announced yet, and will
be disclosed at appropriate forums.
The acquisition has been funded by the
promoters of Donear and there is no
plan to bring in any strategic investor
— Indian or foreign — on board as of
now. However, there are plans to bring
in strategic stakeholders in due course
of time.

Donear and GBTL will maintain their
individual identities and will stay
committed to offer best products and
services to their valued customers as
one team.”
Talking about the management of the
two units post acquisition, Agarwal
said, “The GBTL plant will be run
by existing unit management with
additional beneﬁts of expert advice
from the Donear promoters.”
Post-acquisition, in the medium term,
both entities will continue to focus on
their respective brands like Grasim
Suiting and Graviera Suiting (GBTL)
and Donear and Royal Classico Suiting
(Donear) in India as separate teams.
The management will continue its
efforts to strengthen and utilize their
combined product basket to serve to
its customers. Donear will continue
its focus on the OTC segment while
strengthening its network pan-India
and will expand its product portfolio in
domestic and international market.
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The first thing that comes to mind when we
think of men’s innerwear is the tagline of a
famous commercial of a men’s innerwear brand
– ‘Yeh Andar Ki Baat Hai’. Men’s innerwear has
always boldly been an out of the closet category
and the brands have never been shy to advertise
their range using faces of Bollywood stars. We
track the dynamics of the men’s innerwear
industry.
Zainab S Kazi with inputs from Gurbir Gulati
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FCUK

ith changing fashion dynamics, the simple
innerwear has now been revolutionized
into a mainstream fashion category.
Elaborating on this, Vineet Gautam, Country Manager,
Jack & Jones shares, “The men’s innerwear segment
is growing at an exponential. Today, numerous
international brands are coming to the country and
fuelling the growth of innerwear. Also, established
fashion brands have launched dedicated sub-brands in
men’s innerwear.”

Reiterating on the growing fashion consciousness for
innerwear, Mohini Tillu, Senior Manager - Modern
Trade, FCUK, adds, “While Indian consumers have
historically cared more about outerwear brands
and less about innerwear brands, this is gradually
changing. Consumer behaviour with respect to their
innerwear is changing from ‘foundation to fashion
plus comfort plus function’. Tillu points out that for
both segments, innerwear purchase is need based but
is expected to grow substantially due to increase in
volume penetration and value growth. Adding further,
Tillu says, “For the men’s segments, adoption of higher
priced premium brands and the trend of consumers

KIDS
INNERWEAR
The kidswear market in India is definiately on
the rise. Growing awareness has been driving
parents to spend more for their kids of late. The
kids‘ innerwear segment, specifically, is touted to
have grown 5 times in the last 5 years. Experts
from the kids‘ innerwear industry talk about the
tremendous growth and the influencers of this
burgeoning market segment.
By Manisha Bapna with inputs from Gurbir Gulati

I

ndia has 300 million kids and 60 per cent of the population
is under 35. So the sky is the limit for everyday basics in
India believes the Dutch retail brand Claesen’s which had
set foot hold in India in 2013. While ﬁgures are tough to come
by, according to analysts at Ambit Capital Private Limited,
kidswear accounts for 20 percent of the innerwear market in
India. “This segment has grown 5 times in the last 5 years with
the inﬂuence of more branded players in this market. Yes the
scenario has undergone a major change,” believes Mahesh
Vora, Director, Red Rose Kids.
Till recently, there was seen no specialization in the kids’
innerwear wear category. The same players that were
manufacturing men’s and women’s innerwear have has extended
lines for kids. Also, the competitors in the organised kids’
innerwear category are somewhat limited in India . But things
have comparatively changed today. There are speciﬁc innerwear
brands for kids who give a good variety and collection. Yet, the
category still remains to be exploited to its full potential. “Till
today, the market for kid’s undergarments is driven by niche
players and there is lot of vacuum in this segment” says Vora.
Innovations
Innerwear for kids become outerwear in summers and colour
is a priority. “We change the colors the design the print the
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Innerwear peeping out from
under the dresses or tops is
considered totally in fashion
and on the right trendy path.
Veteran fashion columnist Meher
Castelino reviews the trendy
innerwear being introduced by
the designers.
Pg No. 192

Trends

CELEBRITY TREND:
INNERWEAR AS
OUTERWEAR

Ingredients

COMFORTABLE FASHION:
LIVA

The innerwear-as-outwear trend
is allowing our undergarments
a chance to really stand out
and shine on their own. We take
a look at different ways how
celebrity style icons have been
rocking outﬁts that are obviously
glammed up versions of lingerie.

In 2015, Grasim Industries
Limited launched new age
fabric brand — Liva, which is
natural, ﬂuid and fashionable.
We talk to Manohar Samuel,
President - Marketing, Grasim
Industries Ltd., Birla Celluose,
about the company, future
plans, and the criticality of
great ingredients in innerwear.

Pg No. 200
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INNERWEAR TRENDS FOR
WINTER
You may think that bras, knickers and
shapewear are pretty much the same,
year in-year out, but just like fashion,
new underwear trends emerge season
after season. We bring you the three
main innerwear trends for the winter
season--Strapped In, Honeymoon
Mood, and Aesthetic Sports Bra.
Pg No. 204

COMFORTABLE
FASHION

LIVA

Back in 2015, Grasim Industries Limited had achieved a major milestone
marking the advent of a new era of Birla Cellulose with the launch of
new age fabric brand — Liva, which is natural, ﬂuid and fashionable and
infuses ﬂuidity into the garment. IMAGES BoF talks to Manohar
Samuel, President - Marketing, Grasim Industries Ltd., Birla Celluose,
about the company and its future plans.
IBoF: Tell us a bit about Birla Cellulose.
Manohar Samuel (MS): Birla Cellulose, the pulp and ﬁber business of Aditya
Birla Group, is a global leader in Man Made Cellulosic Fibers (MMCF) and a
pioneer in India in Viscose Staple Fiber (VSF). A versatile and easily blendable
ﬁber, VSF is used in apparel, home textiles, women’s wear fabrics, knit wear and
non-woven applications. Liva is an ingredient brand which was introduced in
Spring/ Summer 2015.
Liva stands for high quality fabric made using natural cellulosic ﬁbers of
Aditya Birla Group delivered through an accredited value chain for guaranteed
performance. Liva imparts softness and comfort to the fabric.

– Manohar Samuel,
President- Marketing, Grasim Industries Ltd.,
Birla Celluose

IBoF: Just as it is paramount to have the right ingredients to perfectly
cook a dish, I guess it is equally important to have the right fabric to tailor
an impeccable innerwear product. Could you tell us in detail about how
important a role fabrics have in the ﬁnal product?
MS: This is indeed a very apt question for textiles and clothing as a whole. Fabric
is the heart of ensuring what the consumer wants in terms of functional need,
aesthetic appeal and utility performance.
Our consumer research shows that even if they buy a product which they wear,
they connote the performance also on the fabric which has backed the product.
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INNERWEAR
TRENDS
FOR WINTER
- Aarti Kapur Singh

T

he delicates in the wardrobe of
a woman have evolved to an
extent that they can be bold
and functional enough to be worn as
outerwear. As a result, the lingerie
market is exploding with options
for the modern woman. Beautiful
lingerie for modern woman plays an
equally important role as clothes and
accessories. You may think that bras,
knickers and shapewear are pretty
much the same, year in, year out, but
just like fashion, new underwear trends
emerge season after season. And no,
we’re not just talking about bra-tops
as real clothes, although designers
like Alexander Wang at Balenciaga,
Dries Van Noten and Marc Jacobs all
championed the look, sending bras
down the catwalk over lacy T-shirts and
under baggy jackets. This years, the
three main innerwear trends that will
be big for the rest of 2017 are strappies,
athleisure and honeymoon.

